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Identifying Direct and Indirect Objects
A direct object receives the action of a verb, while an indirect object tells
who received the result or benefit of a verb.
Example: Henry gave me a book.

Underline the direct objects and circle the indirect objects in the sentences.
1)

Uncle John bought Tom some jelly beans.

2)

Timothy gave his wife a diamond ring.

3)

Mom ordered me a chicken pizza.

4)

Gain complete access to the largest
Hannah passed mecollection
the salt. of worksheets in all subjects!

5)

Memb
Harry owes Emma $250.

6)

The volunteers handed the audience some flyers.

7)

I bought my pet dog a new collar.

8)

The new house has cost Mom a lot of money.

9)

Margaret showed them the way.

10)

Lily is going to sell me her boat.
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